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SHEN AND THE KISSES STORE

SHEN
Y L A TIENDA
DE BESOS

Mònica Gallifa · Ju Castelo

This is the story of how coldness
failed to live forever in Nelumbo.
Sweet, silent and mysterious
Shen, in her unknown pacing,
carries a secret, something that
was not even a memory for many
of the inhabitants of those freezing lands. Words, images and
characters are woven together to
rescue tenderness from oblivion.
Could it be done with a kiss?
Text Mònica Gallifa
Illustrations Ju Castelo
Paperback
28 x 21 cm.
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32 pages
ISBN: 978-84-616-9441-9

3 years and up
Eligible for grants for publication
abroad by Institut Ramon Llull.

# kisses · tenderness · empathy · word
games · sadness · overcoming · collage

THE BIGGEST ANIMAL IN THE WORLD

Text
Pere Juan
Illustrations
Noemi Batllori
21 x 21 cm.
32 pages
ISBN: 978-84608-3905-7
Eligible for grants
for publication
abroad by Institut
Ramon Llull.

An ant thinks that is the largest
animal in the world and behaves
and walk as if it was. But as encounters, surprises and some
confusion occured, its vision on
itself and on the other starting
to change.
“The synergy between a literary
text that refers to the transparency of the oral narration and
its refined proposal of illustration
and graphic design enhances
the communicative possibilities
of this beautiful book that bets
on simplicity.”
Fundación Cuatrogatos’ Jury

First readers

# animals · onomatopoeia · path
· adventures · dialogues · friends
· stamping

THE SULTAN’S HANDKERCHIEF

A powerful sultan learns to weave
at the request of Zakia, the beautiful daughter of the vizier. The
Sultan trusts her and allows her
to guide him through her wisdom
and bravery. Because he loves her
with a tender heart, he receives
an immense reward, a reward for
both of them.
Laura Borràs
Illustrations Pia Wortham
Adaptation Ramiro Matas
Paperback
28 x 21 cm.
32 pages
ISBN: 978-84-616-9441-9
Eligible for grants for publication
abroad by Institut Ramon Llull.

7 years and up

# popular story · gender · weaving · female empowerment
· wisdom · equality

POEMS FOR THE SEASONS

A YEAR...

Text
Ángeles Quinteros
Illustrations
Ángeles Vargas
17 x 21,5 cm.
44 pages
ISBN: 978-84-947
989-2-4

Also in Catalan
Rights sold in Latin
America

With the arrival of every season,
a new celebration starts: the
sweet flavour of watermelon
in the summer, the strange
language of the wind in the
autumn, the mirrors towards
the other worlds that hide the
swamps in the winter, the bursting of cherry blossoms in the
spring...
A year wants to be a short-lived
song of fugacious beauty which
unfold the seasons of nature.
4 years and up

# poems · stations · haikus
· visual metaphors · color · memories · collage · Chile
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Text & Illustrations
Miguel Ángel Pérez
Arteaga
Hard cover
15 x 15 cm.
32 pages
ISBN: 978-84947989-4-8
Also in Catalan

The author pays a delicate tribute
to his great-grandaunt, recovering her embroideries -of more
than hundred years- made when
she was a child, that reflected her
overflowing playful imagination
as a way to endure the anodyne
reality that surrounded her.
From the encounter of the two
generations arises this tender
story, full of fantasy and absurd
situations that offers us a new
world with a little more fun, certainly more enjoyable and undoubtedly happier.

5 years and up

# embroidery · imagination · naif
· draw · candour · humor
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FROM SAYINGS TO POEMS

O

Text
Fran Nuño
Illustrations
Jan Barceló
Translated into Catalan
Laura Borràs
20 x 25,5 cm.
36 pages

Also in Catalan

Eligible for grants for
publication abroad by

Institut Ramon Llull.
“From Sayings to Poems” is a
book for children of all ages.
Our everyday proverbs are the
main characters, they transform
into poems full of humor, games
of words, rhymes, double meaning, etc.
Each poem is accompanied by
an illustration in a merger that
creats a book full of color that is
perfect for reading out loud and
sharing with family and friends
of all ages.
Readers all ages

# poems · rhymes · popular
sayings · color · say aloud
· visual metaphors
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